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Usability

- Attribute of software sustainability[1]
- Overlooked aspect of scientific software[2]
- Unique requirements in computational science[3]
A) Think Beyond Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs)

- Command-Line Interfaces allow quick repetition of tasks and scriptability.
- Can be more productive than GUIs depending on the task.
- GUIs can be cumbersome on distributed infrastructures.
Good Practices

B) Keep UI Code Separate From Scientific Calculation

- Keeps software accessible through alternative interfaces, locally or remotely
- Makes software easier to reconfigure, customize[6] and integrate
- Rule applies to other types of software
C) Keep the Configuration in a File

- Storing parameters can be practical
- Good for reproducibility
- Good for accuracy
Good Practices

D) Design for Small, Incremental Changes

- Allows for extensibility
- Allows for emergent requirements
- Stays attuned to users needs and working habits

map3D. Pop-up menu
Good Practices

E) Facilitate and Register User Activity and Environment

- List of recently entered commands (time saving)[4]
- Quick access to frequent commands (ease of use)[7]
- Activity log (might support reproducibility)[8]
- Environment log (further support to reproducibility)
Good Practices
F) Learn About How Users Work

- Learn meanderings of scientific work[1] and its environment[5]
- Evaluate existing tools[9] and industry standards
- Start by addressing specific user bases[10, 11]
- Allow for user customization[11, 12]
- Engage in participatory design[13]/co-design[14, 15, 16]
- Turn users into developers[17]
G) Be Minimalistic, but Look Out for Exceptional Needs

- Make metadata readable and easy to access[18, 19, 20, 4, 15, 21]
- Mimic real-world counterparts of virtual instruments (for familiarity) when necessary[22]
- Use minimalism to emphasize critical information[14]
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G) Be Minimalistic, but Look Out for Exceptional Needs

- Make metadata readable and easy to access\cite{18, 19, 20, 4, 15, 21}
- Mimic real-world counterparts of virtual instruments (for familiarity) when necessary\cite{22}
- Use minimalism to emphasize critical information\cite{14}
H) Design for Precision

- Constrain or limit user input
- Give continuous feedback to user[20]
- Devise multiple input methods: one for speed, another for precision[23]
Good Practices

1) Contextualize User Actions

- Facilitate access to functions that are relevant for the task at hand (and prevent access to inadequate ones)[7]
- Separate tasks across individual screens[2]
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Summary

- Good practices address challenging aspects of scientific software development:
  - Lack of attention to software engineering
  - Need for reproducibility
  - Handling of large amounts of data
  - Complexity of actions and parameters involved
  - Frequent changes in requirements
  - Particularities of scientific work and its environment
  - Need for accessing and responding to critical information
  - Need for precision

- Adoption of presented practices should help delivering usable, robust and appropriate tools
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